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America's best-selling and best-loved guide to baby gear is back with an updated and revised

edition!  Yes, a baby book that actually answers the big question about having a baby: How am I

going to afford all this?  With the average cost of a baby topping $7000 for just the first year alone,

new parents need creative solutions and innovative ideas to navigate the consumer maze that

confronts all parents-to-be. Baby Bargains is the answer!  Inside, youâ€™ll discover:  â€¢ NAME

BRAND REVIEWS of car seats, bedding, strollers ,high chairs, diapers and more!  â€¢ Dozens of

safety tips to affordably baby proof your home.  â€¢ FIVE wastes of money with baby clothes and

the best outlet bargains.  â€¢ NINE tips to saving money on cribs, plus in-depth reviews of crib

brands.  â€¢ THE TRUTH ABOUT STROLLERSâ€•and which brands work best in the real world.  â€¢

The SEVEN MOST RIDICULOUS BABY PRODUCTS.  â€¢ DETAILED CHARTS that compare

brands of cribs, strollers, car seats and more!  This new 11th edition adds the latest tips and advice

on getting bargains on baby gear, including:   The latest model strollers and car seats, all reviewed

and rated.  Detailed crib reviews with in-depth brand comparisons.  Good, better and best picks for

dozens of items, from high chairs to infant car seats.  Expanded coverage of baby carriers with best

picks.
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As seen on Oprah!

Update 12/3/2015: Even though it is a must have to new parents, we ended up having to purchase

an alternative crib due to affordability from the Baby Appleseed. Also some of the monitors that are

popular and received great consumer reviews are not listed in this book. The one monitor: Samsung

that received an A+ rating, received only a 3.5 star rating by actually consumers. So yes use this

book, but do your own research as well and keep in mind that some of the crib manufacturers with

A+ ratings in this book are high end and pricey that not every one can afford.Wow we are new

parents to be and this was recommended by another expecting new mom. She wasn't wrong when

she told me the best guidance you can ask for. We needed this to help us weeding out all these

product choices using the safety and popularity rating in this book. Our registry is based on this

book and this is a must have for all new parents out there. It is well organized and detailed by

category. It lists the pros and cons and rating under each item. I do agree with one reviewer out

there. It could be expanded to include more product lines such as toys, baby gyms, rock n plays,

clothing, and baby bath essentials. Other than that this book is a must have to help you as a new

parent get a good head start! Highly recommend.

Admittedly, I haven't been into reading the baby books and this is our first child. I found this book to

be extremely helpful as a guideline for what to buy and when (e.g., the baby doesn't need high

chairs and safety gates/other safety stuff until a few months later, so you can stagger purchasing

some items). This may sound like common sense, but really, prior to being pregnant, I didn't know

anything about babies and their needs, so to have a book this practical to help prepare is great!

Also, there are tips about what to ask your insurance company. The ratings and reviews are also

very helpful, and I like that you have the option of "good, better, best" values for the products. I

would highly recommend this book.

I love love love this book. It's my go-to gift for people when they announce they are expecting. My

favorite thing about it is that it doesn't just tell you the cheapest item as the title might indicate--it

tells you the best item for your money. Best includes safety, durability, comfort, weight etc... I bought

this at a friend's suggestion when I was pregnant with my daughter 4 years ago, and just bought the

updated model now that I'm pregnant with her sister. One suggestion -- check out their website.

When you buy the book there for a little bit more than on , you get access to their web reviews. A



few things are only reviewed online, plus the book only comes out every other year and baby

products are released and a much quicker rate. I've already found the book to be outdated for the

stroller and diaper trash can that I'm trying to buy, so I wish I had access to the website because

their reviews are so quality!

My husband bought this book for me after his coworkers recommended it to him. When I received it,

I first felt very overwhelmed at yet another THICK book that I was expected to read during my

pregnancy. However, a quick flip through this book shows that it's very organized - you can simply

flip to a category that you want to read about... a lot of the information is repeated several times (i.e.,

warnings about buying furniture online, imported pieces/quality, etc) so you won't miss out if you

don't read it page by page. I've only had the book for a couple days and am only in the first part

about furnishing a nursery but it has already provided a lot of tips and talked me out of considering

more expensive pieces that aren't practical! My only complaint is that this book is too tall, narrow,

and thick. If it was a bit shorter and wider like a typical book, it may be easier to read and hold open.

That's all!Edited, September 3, 2015:Downgraded from 4 to 3 stars. I've nearly followed the advice

of this book to a T, putting the "best" recommended items on my baby registry. Due to some very

generous friends and family, I've received all of the big ticket items I've asked for, including an

activity center, high chair, convertible car seat and baby carrier. However, since having my baby,

I've found a wealth of knowledge on mommy forums and facebook groups of women who gave birth

in the same month/year as me. They purchased these bigger items as their babies needed them,

and discussed back and forth which ones were better or more interesting for their baby. I've

regretted several "recommended" purchases from this book already, such as the high chair and

carrier. I regret getting a convertible car seat so early because the clock is ticking on that one and

my 7 month old baby is still using his infant seat (although some babies switched to a convertible

car seat as early as 2-3 months). I regret getting the boba 3g carrier that this book recommended. It

was expensive and not the easiest to use. Who knew that TULAS are all the rage?? Not only do

they retain their value, but they seem to resell for MORE than regular price since the designs are so

coveted.
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